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Quickly download pictures from web pages and save them to
your hard drive. You can specify several of the pages to

download, or have the application check new pages every x
minutes. A file explorer allows you to search for pictures

without having to view them one at a time. Create customized
tasks for your downloads and specify the URL of the next page

to check. Specify the maximum number of web pages to
download or skip pending pages and keep track of them in a
file. Web Pictures Grabber: User Interface: Customize the
interface. Image Preview: Preview pictures. File Explorer:

Preview pictures. Selection: Choose between a selected image
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(from the list) or a new image. Renaming: Rename existing
images. Delete: Delete selected files. Copy: Copy selected files
to the system Clipboard. Cut: Copy selected files to the system

Clipboard. Advanced Specify the maximum number of web
pages the application should check. Configure the maximum

number of images to download per page. Specify whether you
want to keep track of the links to follow when you download a

web page. Specify how many images the page you've just
downloaded has. Specify the number of links to an image the

page has. Specify the maximum width and height of the
downloaded images. Choose whether the application only

checks pages for images on this site or anywhere the link might
lead. 4 Free YouSmile (pro) YouSmile is a handy, simple and

easy-to-use software program designed to help you transfer and
manage your pictures in folders. With YouSmile you will be
able to organise and enjoy the pictures of your collection in a

new way. You can create as many folders as you need, set
photos in each folder, add any other pictures or videos, and use

drag-and-drop to save and load to other PC, smartphone, or
tablet. YouSmile allows you to sort pictures by date (oldest
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first), size, color or title. All pictures and videos are stored
directly on your hard drive, and YouSmile also allows you to

view any of the pictures through a modern WYSIWYG editor.
YouSmile allows you to use the 15 built-in photo albums. It

comes with thousands of pictures already prepared to use. You
can use your own photos, other user photos, and

Web Pictures Grabber

Captures and downloads images from the internet. Can be used
to download many images at once. Can be used to preform
advanced tasks such as searching through a target page and

saving only the images that meet a certain criteria. Also can be
used to browse or download any folder that contains a html file.
- Regular price: $49.95; You save: $15.99 (58%); Rating: 9/10

(1 vote); If you want to download multiple pictures from
certain websites, saving them individually can be an arduous
and time-consuming task. Web Pictures Grabber is a simple

tool that allows you to extract any number of images from web
pages of your choice, then save them to your computer. Create
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customized tasks If you simply wish to start downloading
pictures immediately, the application offers a quick mode,

which only requires that you enter the starting URL. However,
if you desire more customization, you can set up an advanced

task and modify numerous parameters. You can determine
whether Web Pictures Grabber only searches for images within
the current site or directory, or anywhere the web page might
link to. Also, you can specify the maximum number of links

the program should follow. If a web page is idle for a specified
period of time, you can have the program skip it automatically.
Additionally, you can specify whether the application should
only download images that are larger than preset width and
height values. Preview pictures and create thumbnails After

you have extracted a certain amount of images, you can
preview them within the application, as well as use the

program's built-in image viewer. Web Pictures Grabber also
features a file explorer, which can be used to search for the
downloaded files. Moreover, you can use this application to

create thumbnails for downloaded pictures or even for existing
images from your computer. Customizable, but unattractive
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user interface The application's interface can be customized in
various ways. You can choose to hide the image preview pane

or the list displaying image names, links and dimensions.
Additionally, the application can display the image grabbing

tasks or the built-in file explorer. Rating: 9/10 (1 vote); Secrets
Revealed Reviews: Rating: 5/5 (1 vote); A personal favorite and

must-have. Reviewer: DanielK Date: 2012-06-13 A personal
favorite and must-have Rating: 5/ 09e8f5149f
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Web Pictures Grabber is a free application that allows you to
download multiple images from certain websites. The program
is simple to use and very easy to modify. Web Pictures Grabber
allows you to download any number of images from any web
page, and save them to your computer's local drive.
Additionally, the application allows you to set the number of
images the program should automatically download. Thursday,
January 31, 2008 Library Software Picks is a list of library
software programs that are on the market today and which may
be useful to academic or public library users. The list includes
programs with many features, such as Microsoft SharePoint
integration, collaboration, and document management.
Wednesday, January 30, 2008 The applications below
demonstrate Microsoft Office, Windows Vista, Windows 7,
and Internet Explorer. This series of videos is a tutorial used to
demonstrate the features of these software programs. Each
video showcases the application's features and operations.
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Below is the Tutorial Version 1 of System Requirements. The
apps below show the basic Windows Vista desktop, composed
of the Windows Task Bar and a series of icons, including
Control Panel, System, and Network Connections. These apps
also show you how to access the Start menu. The below video is
an application created to help new users who are learning how
to use Windows Vista. The video shows the basic desktop, as
well as the Start menu. The video also demonstrates how to add
and delete programs, and how to exit the application. The video
below shows Windows Vista's Control Panel. The app will also
tell you how to shut down, suspend, and hibernate your
computer. The below video shows the Windows Vista system
tray. The tutorial explains how you can access this area using a
mouse. The below video is a tutorial that will walk you through
the Windows Vista networking features. This app will
demonstrate how you can connect to the Internet, as well as
how to change your computer's Internet settings. The following
video illustrates the process of downloading an app from an
iPhone/iPod touch, or an iPhone/iPod touch that's synced with
iTunes. The below video tutorial will walk you through the
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process of adding a Windows Live account to your computer.
The below video tutorial will guide you through the process of
accessing your Personal Documents folder using Windows Live
Files. The below video tutorial shows you how to access the My
Computer directory by using the "Start" button in Windows
Vista. The below video tutorial shows

What's New in the?

Web Pictures Grabber allows you to download multiple
pictures and images from any web page or directory. The free
version of the tool only contains the downloader and the built-
in file explorer. The pro version allows you to choose and
download any number of links (1 to 32 at once). You can store
the downloaded pictures to your hard disk, create thumbnails
for them or even play them in the free version. Downloaded
pictures can be previewed, searched or even deleted. Image
preview and file browser You can display thumbnails of
extracted pictures in the Image Preview pane, as well as in the
File Explorer. Downloader, preview and file explorer Web
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Pictures Grabber is a free downloader for Windows and allows
you to download and play images from web pages and
directories. You can download images based on link criteria
such as words, file extension or file size. The tool lets you
preview pictures before downloading and the built-in file
explorer can be used to locate downloaded files. Start
automatically and check for updates Web Pictures Grabber
automatically starts as soon as you start the program.
Alternatively, you can use a hotkey to start the tool. The
application features an attractive user interface that lets you
display pictures, control the downloading process or locate the
downloaded files. But, the program's interface is rather
disappointing and very basic. A toolbar at the bottom of the
screen can be used to hide the applications list and the open file
explorer. Customizable, but unattractive user interface A List
of Links can be used to show an overview of the currently
selected links. You can select from which categories you wish
to download pictures and can set a number of parameters, such
as the image size. The free version of the tool offers no feature
that can be used in a commercial setting. You can select and
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download up to 32 links. A preview can be used to preview
pictures in the downloaded directory. A file explorer can be
used to locate and delete downloaded pictures. Downloaded
pictures can be previewed and extracted. Downloaded pictures
can be stored to the hard disk and thumbnails can be created.
The application is only able to open one image at a time. If you
want to download multiple pictures from certain websites,
saving them individually can be an arduous and time-
consuming task. Web Pictures Grabber is a simple tool that
allows you to extract any number of images from web pages of
your choice, then save them to your computer
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo or better. Intel Core 2 Duo or better. Memory: 2 GB RAM
2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 30 GB HD space 30 GB HD space
Graphics: Intel 965 Intel 965 DirectX: DirectX 9.0c DirectX
9.0c Network: Broadband internet connection Broadband
internet connection Sound Card: DirectX Compatible sound
card Microsoft Windows 7 Recommended: OS: Windows 7 64
bit
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